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Welcome to your new 
office with Zoom & iPad
Modern hybrid teams need to work 
seamlessly from any location and across 
any time zone. Zoom & iPad can provide 
the best experience whether your users 
use their mornings to work from home, 
join meetings at the coffee shop, or host 
team all-hands at the office. 

The freedom to truly work anywhere with Zoom & iPad®

Zoom & Apple Solution Brief 



Together, Zoom & iPad enable your modern hybrid workforce with high-quality audio, video, and security. Empower your distributed 
teams to collaborate effortlessly from anywhere with simple workflows, enhanced productivity and a frictionless user experience. 

With Zoom & iPad users can:
• Achieve a unified video experience across all their devices 
• Find & share whiteboard content quickly inside a Zoom meeting or Zoom chat
• Join Zoom meetings hands-free 
• Experience freedom during presentations with Center Stage™ 
• Transfer calls seamlessly to and from AirPods®, MacBook®, iPad®, iPhone®, CarPlay® or a Zoom Room
• Enjoy crystal-clear HD video and audio
• Activate a scheduling display or use as a controller with a Zoom Rooms system

Zoom & Apple Solution Brief 

Thanks to this unique integration with Zoom & iPad, teams can 
efficiently communicate with confidence and ease. Enable true 
collaboration for your teams, their partners, and customers.



The Zoom & iPad integration 
has given our workforce 

the freedom to work from 
anywhere. Our users 

seamlessly switch between 
applications and devices for 
a truly stable, secure, and 

hybrid environment.

“

“

Zoom’s seamless integration reduces friction and risks when switching between applications and devices, so your teams can stay 
focused on the meeting at hand. Reduce frustration and enhance productivity with a revolutionized collaboration experience.

For more information, contact Ryan Perry at ryan.perry@zoom.us
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Hybrid work is accelerating

75%

of HR leaders believe 
employees are as 

productive working from 
home as in the office.

of HR leaders indicated 
that they now completely 
trust employees to work 

from home.

90%

Source: Gartner, The Future of Work Requires Executive Leaders  
to Embrace Radical Flexibility 11 May 2021 Mike Logan, Dean of IT, WITCC
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